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	It's taken a few years, but mobile and devices are finally hot. How hot? Like biting into a
	freshly ripe, raw, Habanero chili kind-a-HOT. Can you taste the virtual heat on your virtual
	tongue yet?


	Yowza! The point I'm trying to get across is this. The broader mobile and device industry
	has finally gone mainstream. Why else would you be reading this right now? Intellectual
	curiosity? Well, maybe, but I'm wagering much more likely, because you want to learn
	about the amazing and wonderful world of mobile, today!


	Yes, folks, I think you'll agree almost 100 percent that mobile is finally hip, cool, sleek,
	and dare I say it: glitzy. Unless you been living in some proverbial cave for the last few
	years, you know this for a fact! Like it or not, our modern societies now operate in a world
	dominated with internet connected small-screen pocket-sized Smartphone, e-readers,
	mid-screen sized Tablets, and large screen digital TVs, and countless other gadgets
	and gizmos in all their bountiful and lavish form factors. In fact, with all these devices
	and platforms, recently, it occurs to me as if we're all at some gigantic virtual party, and
	there's one huge smorgasbord on the dinner table for developers to dig into. Of course,
	I'm sure you'll agree the Android dish is one of the main courses you are eyeing to gobble
	down, first, right?


	As an early adopter to the mobile industry, and one of the brave souls who pioneered
	work with Flash and other early mobile technologies on various mobile and device
	platforms over the years, it gives me great satisfaction to see what I had been advocating
	has finally come to fruition. Yes! That proverbial egg timer has finally rung, and the apps
	are flying out of the oven. Careful, boy are they RED HOT!
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Toxicology of the Pancreas (Target Organ Toxicology Series)CRC Press, 2005
The increased incidence of pancreatic cancer in the Western world and its grave prognosis has resulted in an urgency for research in this area. Until now the available data on toxicology of the pancreas has been few and fragmentary, scattered throughout the literature. A benchmark volume, Toxicology of the Pancreas pulls together information in...
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Foundation Silverlight 3 AnimationFriends of Ed, 2009
Wow. Silverlight has really come a long way since I started using it. It’s kind of interesting to look back a mere two years (roughly) and think about how the workflow has changed. Of even more interest is the staggering speed at which new features are being added. In the time I’ve been using Silverlight, it has grown from a somewhat...
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The Essential Biotech Investment Guide: How to Invest in the Healthcare Biotechnology & Life Sciences SectorWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	I became interested in investing in biotech in the late 80s while I was a

	Ph.D. candidate in the Biochemistry Department at the University of

	California, Riverside, in an adjunct molecular endocrinology laboratory of

	UCLA School of Medicine. After I finished the doctoral degree, I moved to

	New York in 1993 and worked at the...
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On Political ObligationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A compelling set of lectures on political obligation that contributes to ongoing debates in political theory and intellectual history

		 

		This stimulating collection of lectures by the late Judith Shklar on political obligation is paired with a scholarly introduction that offers an overview of her life,...
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Endocrine Secrets, 6eSaunders, 2013

	with a question-and-answer format that's conversational and easy to read.

	
		Zero in on key information with bulleted lists, mnemonics, practical tips from prominent endocrinologists, and "Key Points" boxes that provide a concise overview of important board-relevant content.
	
		Quickly...
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Quick Teambuilding Activities for Busy Managers: 50 Exercises That Get Results in Just 15 MinutesAMACOM, 2003
Every group can benefit from team-building exercises. But sometimes it’s not practical to embark on a full-scale training initiative. Now, supervisors, managers, and team leaders have 50 team-building activities to choose from, all of which can be implemented with no special facilities, big expense, or previous training experience. Readers...
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